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The article "Computers Capture Moments of Motion" by Bob Cramblitt discusses the use of motion capture
technology in various fields. The technology, which combines the use of video cameras and computers, is used to
capture and digitize motion. It has been used by golfers, Olympic athletes, medical institutions, horse trainers,
computer animators, and engineers to understand, perform, or design better. The technology has also been used
in sports to analyze movements and in medical applications to understand the functioning of muscles. The article
also discusses different motion capture systems and their applications, including the ExpertVision system from
Motion Analysis, the Biomechanics system, and the Performance Analysis System from Ariel Dynamics.

The article discusses the development of motion analysis systems and their potential integration with animation
software. Technical consultant Frank Vitz is working on a conversion algorithm to link the Motion Analysis system
with Wavefront Technologies' animation software. Another promising system, WATSMART, developed by
Northern Digital Inc., uses infrared markers to collect data and can calculate 3D coordinates with high accuracy.
However, it has drawbacks like extreme sensitivity to light and wires that can disconnect during quick movements.
Despite these challenges, the potential of these technologies could attract graphics software developers in the
future. The article also highlights the ongoing need for more powerful hardware at lower prices to make realistic
motion for computer-graphics applications more commonplace.
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